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Chapter 891: Get together 

 

"Interview?" 

Qin Yu thought for a moment and said, "If you ask a few questions as a friend, I think I can answer. For 

the interview, forget it." 

"Yes, the conversation between friends..." 

Zhang Yiyuan grinned and said, "Well, that kind of conversation that can be made public." 

Seeing her restrained performance, her cheeks are slightly rosy, like ripe apples. 

Qin Yu asked amusedly: "Then, is there anything you want to tell me that you can't openly?" 

"Huh?" Zhang Yiyuan didn't understand what he was talking about simply blinking and blinking big eyes. 

... 

As expected, Zhang Yiyuan's questions were all related to the bombing case. 

Everyone is wondering what the inside story is in this bombing case. 

Who is behind the game, conspiracy, evil, murder... 

Ah~ I'm excited just thinking about it! 

Qin Yu's answer is very official, almost nothing special. 

Except for one point, "The Miracle Group is going to officially enter Smecta and set up a Smecta branch 

in Seoul." 

Although she didn't get the answer she wanted, Zhang Yiyuan was not completely unprofitable. 

At least, she has the latest first-hand information about the future trends of these big dark horses of the 

Miracle Group. 

It is believed that after it is made public, it will cause great turmoil in the country. 

Since he is more willing to talk about the company's affairs, Zhang Yiyuan seized the opportunity to 

implement it. 

The progress of the Vulcan project, the development direction of Kuafu battery and the view on new 

energy. 

Is it true that the miracle company has mastered controllable nuclear fusion technology? 

What is your opinion on the moon’s alien base? 

All the questions were answered perfectly, which made Zhang Yiyuan more and more excited. 



So, a little erratic, she suddenly asked: "So, who will lead the future of Mars?" 

Ding! 

The spoon in Secretary Jin's hand fell on the plate, her mouth grew slightly, and she looked at her in 

astonishment. 

It's like looking at visitors from the outside world again, full of shock! 

At the same time, there was a trace of panic and fear, which flickered and disappeared under his eyes. 

"..." The instantly changing atmosphere made Zhang Yiyuan's heart fall. 

Oh, why should I ask such a question! 

Is it because you are too proud? 

"Well, President Qin, I'm not...that...ah, the meat is ready." Zhang Yiyuan hurriedly picked up the clip to 

divide the meat for everyone. 

Want to divert the topic and break the deadlock. 

The atmosphere is... so cold! 

"O, Ouba, I'll help you wrap the meat." Secretary Jin also hurriedly started. 

After seeing the accident on the top floor of the rooftop, she was worried that such an accident would 

happen to others. 

Especially when it happened to my friends. 

Although she and Zhang Yewon are not very familiar, but look at her cute face. 

Such a weak girl must not be able to stand it! 

Will you die? 

Pei Zhuxian also looked at Zhang Yeyuan worriedly, thinking about "It will definitely break, why can't my 

sister think about it before speaking?" 

Asi, if you are too proud, something bad will happen. 

"Oba, drink some shochu bar!" Pei Zhuxian graciously called for shochu, wanting to defuse his worries. 

Just thinking about what might happen, she felt nervous. 

It is necessary to have a drink to relieve the inner pressure. 

Although Li Yili didn't understand what was happening, he could see the two Ernie smiles with awkward 

smiles and worried eyes. 

Unconsciously began to liven up the atmosphere, took the initiative to stand up and said sweetly: "Let 

me dance for everyone!" 

"Okay, I'm coming too." 



Pei Zhuxian shouted outside: "Auntie, I want a microphone here, thank you." 

"Sing, sing, sing~" Secretary Jin applauded and cheered. 

Qin Yu just watched their performance quietly, singing and dancing, barbecuing with wine. 

Zizi's oil blossoms exude the breath of life, making everything appear so real. 

Seeing a smile appeared on Qin Yu's face again, and his eyes no longer became indifferent, Secretary 

Jin's tight heart relaxed. 

Happily wrapped the roasted meat and meat sauce with lettuce, kneaded it into a small ball, and 

delivered it to Qin Yu personally. 

The fingers were touched by the warm lips from time to time, and Secretary Jin's heartstrings were 

repeatedly provoked in this way. 

Today she is wearing a khaki workplace dress and a light beige shirt with sleeves. 

The kneeling posture allowed Qin Yu, who was lying backwards, to appreciate the plump back. 

Flesh-colored stockings echo the skin tone. 

In short, it is very round and smooth... 

Look at Pei Zhuxian, who is singing and dancing. She with a small round face has her own fairy qi, and 

there is always an aura between her eyebrows and eyes, and her cold and gentle temperament is very 

special. 

Whenever, people can remember this little girl at a glance. 

She is 158cm tall and relies on her excellent style to make up for the shortcomings of height. 

However, in the room that lacks outfits... 

Cough, small people have the beauty of small people, but Pei Zhu loves high heels very much now. 

Li Yili and Qin Yu were very impressed by her. 

Because he has watched each other's play, with Wen Yaxuan. 

The hateful female second in the play, her appearance, acting skills, and IQ are all impressive online. 

However, the lack of capital behind the operation has always been in an embarrassing situation of 

tepidity. 

I have also been nicknamed the ‘professional female second,’ who specializes in some fixed roles. 

Why Brother Yu is so sure is because of her uncompromising. 

Scan data: 

Li Yili: 

Age: 35. 



Height: 166cm. 

Weight Features: Pure desire is like a demon, ballet with tip of the tongue, a variety of witches. 

Face value: 90↑ [face value 88] [temperament 82] [fortune 10] 

Body: 87-【Development potential*】 

Mood value: 85↑【Excited state】 

Favorability: 82-[Congratulations to the host, Tiyan Dog] 

Freshness: 88-[Broken Window Operation, gogogo~] 

35 years old, 88 freshness, is the best proof. 

Brother Yu is wondering whether or not to give her a hand. 

Miracle is about to start work in Smecta, and proper endorsement is still necessary. 

It's no problem to find a big name, it can be compared to the ready-made ones. 

Brother Yu likes to cultivate more, and what he holds is not more fragrant... 

As for Zhang Yiyuan, the goddess of the World Cup. 

Brother Yu only commented on her as "disappointed," and the appearance of 82 is too crotch. 

Although the smile is very sweet, it gives a warmth of the girl next door. 

But in other respects, 82's figure has no specialties. 

The freshness of 85 is good. 

But adding the gap caused by the first three values makes people uninterested. 

Brother Yu was a little disappointed, and he couldn't expect too much from the ‘goddess’ of capital 

operations. 

I was thinking about a small head sticking out of the curtain, curiosity in his beautiful big eyes. 

"Ah, Irene, I said I heard a familiar voice." Lin Rune said to Pei Zhuxian happily. 

Then I saw Secretary Jin sitting next to Qin Yu, bowed and said, "Senior, hello." 

"It's Rune! Come in!" Secretary Jin smiled slightly. 

But I was complaining in my heart, what the **** was going on today. 

Why do these women suddenly appear here? Shouldn't they be very busy? 

And Yu Ge's expression also lit up when Lin Rune and friends came in. 

Chapter 892: Crazy 

 



 

The small round face has a sense of exotic mystery, and the features are generous, and the corners of 

the raised mouth show cute little tiger teeth. 

With a faint smile, his head slightly lowered, he was cautiously introverted and charming in his youth. 

Like a wild rose in bud, waiting to be picked by the sweetheart. 

"Ah, it's Xiaoxi. What day is it today?" Li Yili seemed to know Li Shaoxi very well, and took her to sit 

down. 

"Ouba, Xiaoxi is the trend now~" Li Yili's name changed unconsciously to be the same as the others. 

Pei Zhuxian took a special look at her and thought bitterly: "Axi, from today onwards, he is no longer a 

sister." 

I treat you as a sister, and you wield a hoe. 

At the end, at the end, you know? 

"Run'e, come and sit here." Secretary Jin patted her side. 

"Ah, thank you senior!" Run'e nodded obediently. 

Don't look at her being particularly sensible and well-behaved, looking like a harmless little white rabbit. 

In fact, Xiao Rune is a high-ranking tea master! 

Don't be deceived by her innocent and innocent appearance. No, I started to test Qin Yu's identity as 

soon as I sat down. 

"Senior, Obama is the president of a big company, you can call him President Qin." Li Yili was particularly 

active. 

It may be because of the previous dance that made her heart beat faster. 

A faint bead of sweat hung on his neck, sometimes rolling downwards. 

"Ah, it's true, why is it so hot?" Li Yili grabbed his neckline and fanned around with his hand. 

The body swayed from left to right with the movement of looking around like a tumbler, allowing 

Brother Yu to see through her wealth. 

Well, there are two airports at a young age, not ordinary! 

"Chairman Qin, he looks so young!" Lin Rune said with a smile. 

"Yes, if you are in the entertainment industry, I still call you senior." Qin Yu said with a calm smile. 

"Ah, hahaha~" 

Run'e covered her mouth and laughed: "President, it is impolite to mention the age of the lady like this!" 

"Really?" 



Qin Yu said jokingly, "But why, in my opinion, Rune is more beautiful than before. 

Especially temperament, more attractive than mature women..." 

"Hahaha, the president can really laugh, we haven't seen it before~" Lin Rune laughed presumptuously. 

That kind of relaxed attitude is very good! 

"You are the trend, will anyone not know it?" Qin Yu praised. 

"Chairman Qin really thinks I am more attractive now?" Lin Rune looked at him with interest. 

"Of course." Qin Yu nodded sincerely. 

"The 18-year-old girl is only external, and she tastes very good at first...but she will soon be tired, 

because when she digs inward, she will find only superficial things. 

And Run'e, you believe that your inner part will be better, more interesting and more interesting than 

the outer part. " 

"Really?" Lin Rune's smile was a little awkward. 

Why does the conversation sound normal? There seems to be some deep meaning hidden in it. 

Outside, inside... 

What is it inside? ? ? 

Did he think too much, or did he deliberately? 

"Oba, the meat is ready, I'll help you, ah~" Secretary Jin tried to regain the initiative from Lin Rune. 

"President Qin...Ouba, can I call you Ouba?" Lin Rune raised his chin and looked at him expectantly. 

The soft water in Shui Lingling's big eyes makes it difficult for people to say rejection. 

"Well, of course it's okay." Qin Yu said while biting into Secretary Jin's hand of vegetable stuffed meat, 

which was still delicious as always. 

"Oba, beef is more delicious if you add this to it. I learned it from Dongcheng Ouba, do you want to try 

it?" 

Lin Rune delivered the bullet-shaped vegetable-wrapped meat to Qin Yu's mouth, opening her mouth 

and smiling cutely: "Ah~ try it, it's really delicious~" 

"Then I have to taste it carefully." Qin Yu opened his mouth and bit forward. 

The slender fingers are full of the visual impact brought by the skinny beauty and gently hold them. 

Hmm, fingers... 

Cough~ 

The deep aroma of vegetable-wrapped meat instantly filled the entire mouth. 



With a bite, the rich smell of meat and juice exploded. 

Um~ it's really delicious. 

Secretary Jin looked at Lin Run'e's simple face fiercely, her chest undulating... 

Super fierce! 

Pei Zhuxian was more direct, and fell into Qin Yu's arms with a sound of ‘Ouch’. 

He said in a glutinous tone: "Oba, people seem to be drunk and dizzy!" 

"Ah, Oppa!" With a tilted head, Pei Zhu now dominates Qin Yu's arms. 

With arms wrapped around his neck naturally, he tilted his head and glanced out at the girls present. 

It was clearly announcing in public: "Sisters, I'm a little bit tenderer than my sister than you." 

Although all of you here are older than her, who will let her be first! 

Haven't heard of the truth, first come first? 

Here, I still have to look at my sister... 

There was a choking smell of gunpowder in the air, and the atmosphere became more and more tense. 

There is quite a sense of urgency that the sword will face each other in the next second. 

Secretary Jin retreated sensibly, keeping herself away from the battlefield. 

Angry to angry, but she is very clear about her position. 

It is impossible to earn the position of a girlfriend, so why bother to get into this dispute. 

Besides, the little girl nowadays is very ruthless. 

She dared to throw everything out, she didn't want to anger her upper body. 

As long as you are satisfied with yourself, can other people's opinions affect you at all? 

Secretary Jin chose to give in, but Lin Rune, on the contrary, chose to go further. 

She was not stage fright at all when she first came, and directly occupied the position of Secretary Jin, 

sitting next to Qin Yu to serve him. 

One bite of ‘Ouba,’ serves tea and food. 

The meaning between words and actions is very clear, ignoring, ignoring all! 

I don't care what you do first, sister or sister. 

That's your business, what to do with me? 

I can do whatever I want, little girl, you were still eating a pacifier when my sister was red! 

"Ohm~" Li Yili, who was sitting opposite, widened his eyes. 



Watching this intense and exciting scene, her heartbeat speeded up. 

Regardless of her **** appearance, she is actually very docile. 

She didn't dare to participate in this kind of big scene, and the sisters would tear her to pieces every 

minute! 

As for Li Shaoxi, he is as low-key as before. 

Sitting quietly in the corner, watching this rare chaos. 

"Yun'e Ouni, I remember that Senior Seung Gi said on the show last time that he missed you very 

much..." Pei Zhu is now starting to kill indiscriminately. 

"Yes? That's the past tense. We have only been together for just 2 months, and we haven't even held 

hands." 

Lin Rune blinked his innocent eyes and said, "Eileen, what is your ideal type, I never saw you mention it 

in the show?" 

Hearing the answer from the other party, Pei Zhu was about to throw up now. 

"I haven't even pulled my hand." 

The strange tone of yin and yang repeated in my heart, and Pei Zhuxian responded quietly: "Ouba is my 

ideal type. 

Before I met Oppa, I didn't understand what an ideal type was, but the moment I saw him, I knew... he 

was my ideal type. " 

The affectionate style looks up at Qin Yu, Pei Zhuxian, acting is online! 

Good fellow, Li Yili is calling good fellow... 

Killing crazy, if this continues, the two O'Neills are going to start the random killing mode. 

"Ouch~ That's a coincidence." 

Lin Rune was surprised to cover her mouth with her small hand, and then the conversation turned 

around: "Eileen, your clothes are so good-looking, why I can't find anything like you." 

"Om, I have forgotten, you want to be in the underage brand store..." Lin Rune stopped her voice in 

moderation. 

Looking apologetically at Pei Zhuxian who looked fierce, like a murderous Pei Zhuxian, a trace of triumph 

flashed in his expression: "Sorry, Irene, I forgot." 

After being pointed out that his biggest weakness, Pei Zhu now has a murderous heart. 

Isn't it just short, what is it, people call it cute, cute! 

Besides, this way Ouba won’t get tired when he hugs him, can you all? 

"Euni, whether Jessica Euni was driven away by Euni you, everyone is very curious." 



Pei Zhu now used the most innocent expression to open the scar on Lin Run'e's heart. 

That incident caused a lot of noise and almost caused a sensation in the entire network! 

Lin Rune's reputation and reputation also turned down after that incident. 

Although it does not affect her business ability, her personality can also be said to be completely 

collapsed. 

Fortunately, the company adjusted its strategy in a timely manner, and it did a good job in public 

relations. 

This suppressed the situation before the fermentation explosion, and did not make her completely lose 

the market. 

However, since then, the image of the innocent, kind, and Dahyun girl next door has also bid her 

farewell completely. 

Speaking of Rune, there is a deep caution in the hearts of fans. 

Although it is not fatal, it is no longer so unattainable, it can be called perfect! 

The eyes are facing each other, the spark current of the sparkle fire collides in the air, crackling... 

"Cough~" 

Qin Yu, who was lying down and watching the play, sat up, just blocking the sight of the two of them: 

"Are you full?" 

Qin Yu didn't ask the two of them what they meant, but instead looked at the others. 

"Hmm." The few girls who were already shocked nodded quickly, wanting to leave here as soon as 

possible. 

"Then let's change places and go shopping?" Qin Yu felt that he should show up in public. 

Lest some tabloids become more and more outrageous, no, he just saw an electronic version of the 

tabloid news. 

He actually said that he was carried into the ICU of Seoul Hospital, and a large group of people in black 

surrounded the entire hospital. 

All Smecta's best experts and professors rushed to the hospital in a swarm. 

It is necessary to have an examination and an operation for myself who plan to spend a year in the ICU. 

My Nima... 

You are only paying for the year in ICU, and your whole family is paying for the year... 

Qin Yu is about to call Xu Meixin, UU Reading www.uukanshu. com asked her to make trouble for these 

unscrupulous tabloids. 

The phone rang again, and it belonged to the mother. 



Yes, it seems that the whole world needs to know who the Shilla bombing was aimed at. 

"Hey, mom~" 

"Son, are you okay? Where are you? What the news says you are in the hospital, are you in Seoul?" 

"Oh, mom, don't worry, first declare that I have nothing to do." 

"Really? Open the video, you wait..." 

As soon as the phone was disconnected, the video bounced over. 

But it's not the mother's adult, but Lu Qing's. 

It seems that the two are together. Brother Yu has a straight face and said to Yingying and Yanyan in the 

box: "You all go outside, I have an important call." 

Chapter 893: Discover the inner beauty 

 

 

"Qing Qing~" 

"Husband, are you okay?" 

"It's okay, do you look at me as if something is going on?" Qin Yu said with a smile on his face after 

removing the bandage. 

"Are you really okay? Mom wants to see you, wait a minute." Lu Qing turned the camera to Master 

Mother. 

"Hey, is this called?" Qin Yu teased. 

"I hate it." Lu Qing smiled shyly and said: "Mom, look at him..." 

"Xiaoyu, can you speak... Stand up and let my mother look at you first." The maternal master murmured 

angrily, and then he became concerned about his son's health. 

Nowadays, nothing is more important to her than her son's health. 

Who can really understand how proud Liang Chuyu is for such a prosperous son. 

Not to mention that there are three long and two short, but there is a bump, she is also like a knife in 

her heart. 

"Mom, it's okay, look at it!" Qin Yu put the phone on the table, got up and turned around the camera a 

few times. 

Let the mother-sama read it carefully to see if there is anything wrong with him. 

"It's all right, it's all right." Liang Chuyu's heart was finally able to let go. 



"By the way, why did you run to Smecta? Why did you run so far? Come back quickly. It's still our 

domestic security." 

"By the way, let Qingqing say a few more words to you, she wants to kill you." Liang Chuyu handed the 

phone to Lu Qing. 

Since the child is okay, she doesn't worry anymore. 

The rest of the time was naturally handed over to the young couple. What did her old lady mix with? 

"Baby~" 

Outside the door, although I couldn't understand what was said inside. 

Hearing that nasty tone, several women are already jealous and are going crazy. 

Seeing Lin Run'e sometimes frantic, sometimes stomping, sometimes gritted his teeth, and sometimes 

proud. 

A few people suddenly thought of something, Lin Rune seems to understand Daxia language! 

"Run'e, what did the boss say?" 

Lin Rune turned around and saw Zhang Yeyuan, who was almost turned into a background and 

unthreatening. 

Look at the women around who pricked their ears, pretending to be nervous. 

Rune smiled triumphantly, and pulled her friend Li Shaoxi over and bit her ears and said something. 

The other woman waited eagerly, but what was waiting was a whisper from the two. 

Assi, it's great to know Daxia! 

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 

When Qin Yu came out of the box, the sword-struck atmosphere remained the same. 

"Let's go, one of you is here by car." Qin Yu looked around. 

"I, I, I, Oppa, my nanny car is outside!" 

Lin Rune rushed to answer in standard Daxia language, how could she give up such a good opportunity. 

Qin Yu reacted when she heard Run'e's Daxia language that was careful, and she became accustomed to 

speaking Mandarin after the phone call. 

Looking at the embarrassing and curious expressions of other women, Qin Yu didn't explain, and said 

with a smile: "Let's go!" 

When shopping in Smecta, the two words you can't get around must be Myeongdong. 

If young people do not go to Myeongdong, they will be despised by their peers. 

So, a few nanny cars went straight to Myeongdong New World, this is the first stop. 



However, the whole process is a bit like a spy movie. 

The girls were fully armed, got out of the car after making an appointment and scattered, and walked on 

their own. 

Afterwards, they gathered in the store and indicated their identity to the store manager with the sign of 

"Suspended". 

They took off the masks and sunglasses in unison, enjoying the new products in the store happily. 

The first stop thought it would be the donkey family or grandma, but they did not expect them to 

choose the Balenciaga family. 

So, are you here to buy the attack fast outfit together? 

For Qin Yu's appearance, the store showed 2,000% enthusiasm. 

There are several female celebrities in the Mingming store choosing goods, and Qin Yu just sits on the 

sofa as a salted fish. 

There were three service staff around him, kneeling all the way! 

Xi Han Wen Nuan asked him if he was hungry and thirsty. 

Do you want to eat, drink, or else some red wine to relax... 

In Smecta, young people like Secretary Jin, Pei Zhuxian, Lin Run'e, Zhang Shaoxi, and Li Yili can be 

brought to the mall for shopping at one time. 

In addition, he has the ability to make these women live in harmony! 

The identity of the other party is at least the heir of the chaebol, how can they not be careful? 

Especially the titles of several female stars, "Chairman Xi~" 

"President Xi, is this good-looking?" Lin Rune gestured back and forth with two ready-to-wear garments 

on her body, asking Qin Yu's opinion. 

"Very good, you must look good on it." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

Lin Rune laughed presumptuously, and when she was about to say something, she was knocked away by 

Pei Zhu's ass. 

"Oba, I think this off-white will be very suitable, look, look..." Pei Zhu is now very active. 

Stimulated by Lin Run'e, the calmness of the past has also become lively. 

"Well, very good, it will look better with a darker skirt." Qin Yu said and looked around before getting up 

and choosing a pink pleated skirt. 

"Here you are." Passing the skirt to her, Qin Yu continued: "Go and try it." 

"Ah~ good." Pei Zhu was stunned, and ran away holding the clothes with joy. 

The clothes that Oppa personally selected for me must be worn on my body to make everyone angry. 



Hahaha~~ 

"President Xi, can you take a look for me too?" Li Yili asked, jumping in front of him. 

The coquettish expression and the coquettish tone, one word: Absolute! 

Little black dress, the skirt just reached the thigh. 

With a pair of black short boots, it is dark, charming and glamorous. 

"Pretty." Qin Yu said pertinently. 

"Hehe, thank you Ouba." Li Yili took the clothes and ran away sweetly. 

She wants to change into this suit immediately and show it off in front of everyone. 

This is the only match that Oppa praised for "beautiful"~ 

"President Xi, look at me~" 

"President Xi, is this good-looking? And this..." 

The women rushed forward, wanting Qin Yu to comment on her own vision and taste. 

As for Zhang Yiyuan, she has been completely forgotten in the corner at this moment. 

Whether it was the other people, the clerk, or Qin Yu, they had completely forgotten her in the corner. 

Until a ‘Ouba,’ drew everyone’s gaze back. 

"Oba, can you take a look at this for me?" 

Zhang Yiyuan stood in front of Qin Yu with a formal expression, holding a white tail skirt, looking forward 

to his reply with twinkling eyes. 

The other women looked at her in astonishment and anger. 

How dare she be so bold, calling ‘Ouba’ right here. ’ 

Isn't she afraid of being exposed? 

Although she is just a famous radio anchor, the kind of faceless. 

But because of the ball games, it also won a lot of attention, and was regarded as the "Goddess of 

Football" and "Goddess of Baseball" by the otaku. 

The attention is not less than that of second-rate actresses. Isn't such a rash move afraid of causing 

dissatisfaction from fans? 

The consumption of otakus is considerable, but their choices are also very realistic. 

Once it comes to love affair and scandal, it will soon be transferred to another love! 

The speed of transferring ‘idol’ is faster than a woman’s turning face. 

Is she crazy? 



"Yeah." A faint response means that Qin Yu's nature towards her is almost zero. 

Zhang Yeyuan's expression instantly turned into a lost void, and faint tears flashed in her eyes. 

And the glaring of other women instantly turned into sympathy! 

She looks so pitiful~ 

"Have you chosen everything?" Qin Yu felt that he was about to go shopping after looking at the time. 

His purpose is to make an appearance, eliminate negative public opinion, and shopping is just a way. 

Although being a waste is very nice! 

But then, there is still business waiting for him. 

After so many days of waste, it is time to re-adjust the state. 

Qin Yu had asked so, and Zhang Yiyuan's embarrassment, naturally no one would raise objections at this 

time. 

Therefore, Qin Yu readily took out the card to pay the bill: "Thank you." 

"This is your card. Your total consumption this time is RMB. Thank you for coming and looking forward 

to your next visit." 

More than 80 million, which is less than half a million when converted into big Xia coins. 

The eyes of the cabinet sister seemed to see God coming, bulingbuling flashing, and she almost stuffed a 

note to him. 

This kind of performance made Yu Ge dumbfounded. 

At the same time, I have to complain about domestic services, let alone 500,000, you just spend millions. 

It may not be possible to feel the half-hearted attitude of today! 

Sometimes you can't even see a sincere smile, only hypocrisy and impatience of'hurry up and pay for it, 

don't be so inked'. 

It was like watching Alpha in a 4S shop that time, and the clerk's eyes almost drifted to the ceiling. 

Sell a car, sell the arrogant attitude of Toyota's second son. 

That's it! 

"Ouba, where are we going next?" Lin Rune asked expectantly in the space where only two people were 

left. 

"Send me back to the hotel." Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"Uh..." Lin Rune's expression was startled, and said in surprise: "Is Ouba going to leave?" 

"Well, there are some work matters that need to be dealt with." Qin Yu nodded. 



"Oh!" Lin Run'e lowered her head in loss, and asked the driver to drive to the Shilla Hotel. 

The few cars behind also quietly followed, and the other woman still didn't know his arrangements. 

Qin Yu also forgot to say, really didn't take this matter to heart. 

After arriving at the hotel, Qin Yu remembered that there was something else after seeing several cars 

parked in the underground garage one after another. 

Come here, so let's live together first. 

After he finishes the work at hand, he won't be too late to talk about the rest. 

Furthermore, he will stay in Smecta for a few days. 

Long night  a few more people to accompany, it is better than a person who can't sleep alone. 

Although Li Zhen handled it properly, he arranged a gift specifically for him. 

But for beauty, who would think too much! 

Anyway, Brother Yu won't, there are countless beautiful scenery in this world. 

You can appreciate it a lot, not only can broaden your horizons, but also cultivate your sentiment, and 

kill two birds with one stone, so beautiful! 

Under the beautiful skin, is there a more beautiful inside hidden? 

Brother Yu is still very curious about this, and digging into inner beauty is what he is best at. 

On the way to take the elevator, Brother Yu has been thinking about whether to understand Run'e's 

inner beauty first, or to find Secretary Jin and Irene together tonight. 

Li Shaoxi's purity and Li Yili's seductiveness also seem to be very good!  

Chapter 894: The shortcut to success? 

 

Hotel multifunctional conference hall. 

Qin Yu, Bai Ze and Smecta's representatives were all present, and the host Li Zhen was naturally no 

exception! 

"Chairman Li, you are the host, so you will be the opening game." When the chief think tank saw the 

crowd, he smiled and raised his hand to Li Zhen. 

"Okay, then..." Li Zhen smiled and took the conversation. 

"Wait." 

Bai Ze interrupted directly: "Before the official start of the talks, do we still have some remaining 

problems that have not been resolved?" 



The chief's expression was instantly embarrassed, and he knew what Bai Ze was talking about without 

asking. 

Explosion! 

"Representative Bai, we have already sent you a formal written notice of the specific circumstances. I 

think you should have received the news. 

Today’s talks are the result that both sides are looking forward to together. We should not..." 

"Don't tell me so much, those reports are the results of the response to the people above, not the truth I 

want!" 

As he said, Bai Ze turned his gaze to Qin Yu, deliberately provoking: "Otherwise, you can explain it to Qin 

Dong yourself." 

Facing Qin Yu, there was a guilty conscience in his heart, and the guilty chief dodged his eyes. 

This, how does he explain to Qin Dong? 

Qin Dong, you are unlucky to be bombed... 

Qin Dong, you must understand the overall situation, and you must not affect the friendly relations 

between the two countries because of your trivial matters. 

Qin Dong, sacrificing the individual and fulfilling the greater self is for a better future! 

The chief suspected that the other party could smash the teacup in front of him directly in the face, 

kicking him by the way. 

Otherwise, it's a deadly soul chasing knee. 

Talk, talk about Jill! 

He has read internal information, and this young old Dong is said to be able to fight. 

Anyway, it would be no problem to deal with him with a brainpower! 

The more I thought about it, the more I felt my mind, the chief could only smile and said: "We have 

submitted a formal statement of protest to the Bald Eagle." 

"The protest is over, no other action?" Qin Yu's face sank as soon as Bai Ze said. 

"Ah... the issues related to tariffs between our two parties can be discussed in depth. We think some 

plans are feasible." 

Hearing this, Bai Ze cast a look at Qin Yu, and it was time for him to play. 

Bai Ze is responsible for exploring the way, and the goal has been achieved. 

After holding on to it, he looked a bit petty and lost the style of a big country. 

Now, Qin Yu has to be the main player. 

Appease the vanguard of Bai Ze, but Qin Yu is the leader? 



Such a big event was shocked and injured. 

The key is to create such a big public opinion! 

That is to say, Miracle Group was not listed. If it were a listed group, the stock price would have fallen to 

the bottom in a few hours. 

The loss must be calculated at least in hundreds of billions. You must not give an explanation to the 

principal? 

"Cough~" Qin Yu brought everyone's eyes to him. 

But he didn't say anything. Instead, he opened the mineral water in front of him and drank two 

mouthfuls to moisturize his throat. 

The atmosphere was inexplicably depressing, especially the smile on Qin Yu's face, which was extremely 

oppressive. 

When everyone couldn't bear the pressure, Qin Yu spoke. 

"The operation commander in charge of this incident, I already know her name." 

As soon as the voice fell, the chief and others became restless. 

Got it, how did he know. 

"Who is it?" The chief asked, but also had to ask. 

The other party has already taken the initiative to throw out the problem. If he doesn't answer it, 

doesn't he appear to have a negative attitude. 

This is not the performance that the partner should have, and there is no sincerity to talk about 

cooperation. 

What's more, this cooperation with Smecta is at a disadvantage in all aspects. 

If Da Xia really doesn't take him to play, he will only curse a few words in the office, "Xiba, Asi..." 

There is a way to fart! 

"It's a senior CIA agent named Daisy. My people almost stopped her, but they let her run away." 

Qin Yu crossed his fingers, smiled and looked at the chief: "I think you should get to know this person 

well. 

And, I am also looking forward to seeing her in person and having a good talk with her. " 

The chief was a little embarrassed, so he looked around and whispered about it. 

"We will try our best to facilitate this. If we can prove that the other party did commit a crime in our 

country, then we will definitely pursue it to the end." 

The result of the discussion is naturally a compromise on the Smecta side. 

Time is getting more and more pressing, and first there is an alien base on the moon. 



Subsequently, the Bald Eagle’s plan was frustrated one after another, and the aerospace, 

communications and other fields were frequently frustrated in several'coincidence' incidents. 

Up to now, terrible monster attacks have occurred in the mainland. I heard that there are biological 

leaks... 

All signs indicate that the world is undergoing earth-shaking changes. 

The bald eagle is unreliable! 

In these incidents, Daxia seemed to be motionless, but in fact it was the real beneficiary. 

To say that these things have nothing to do with Daxia, no one here believed it! 

But the point is, you can't come up with any evidence. 

The only reliable guess is that these incidents are related to the technology dark horse that suddenly 

emerged from the Miracle Group. 

Forward-looking theories and cutting-edge technology research and development have achieved a go-

ahead in this regard. 

It only took less than 5 years to leave the bald eagle and other countries in the world far behind the ass. 

According to the actual time of occurrence, it is probably only one or two years. 

The chief is only in his early 40s this year, and someone who has reached this position at his age is 

definitely considered young and promising. 

But in the past two years, he suddenly felt a sense of being unable to keep up with the times. 

It's as if you are suddenly abandoned by the times and become a waste product of the old age. 

Tired, so tired! 

Fortunately, he finally settled this negotiation and allowed the entire negotiation process to proceed 

smoothly. 

Next, we must have a good talk. 

The benefits of Smecta joining the alliance, and the benefits it can bring to the alliance. 

Cooperation is for a win-win situation, and both parties must have their own contributions. 

If there is only one party, it does not count as cooperation. 

If it sounds good, it is aid, and if it sounds bad it is charity. 

Moreover, this relationship is not reliable at any time... 

Under Li Zhen’s presidency, the negotiations officially began, and the chief party took the lead to speak. 

"For this cooperation, our request is very simple, to open the port of monsters and join Daxia's future 

aerospace exploration and immigration plan. 



We have learned that you will start your first space migration on National Day this year, and we are also 

concerned about the progress of the Mars ecosystem. 

Here, I would like to express my congratulations and congratulations to you again, and make a great 

contribution to the future of mankind..." 

Even touting, anyway, it is a brainstorming desire to join all the cutting-edge frontiers of Daxia. 

From energy, to space exploration, immigration, to "Ghost" and future feasibility plans. 

The other party even proposed that they hope to join the miracle group's scientific research institute for 

learning and observation. 

Hehe~ 

Do you really want to fart? 

Qin Yu leaned back and sat in the chair without saying a word. 

He wouldn't be able to answer this when he was connected, so he said and said hard. 

If Brother Yu's mouth is shivering, you win! 

After the other side's two rounds of speeches are over, it's Bai Ze's turn to speak. 

"Representative Bai, please." Li Zhen smiled and stretched out his hand. 

"Well, thank you, President Li." Bai Ze smiled politely. 

He was still very polite to this President Li. 

This face is not only for her, but also for the performance of women. 

At the same time, it is to give Qin Yu face, can the little relationship between the two be hidden from 

him? 

Don't forget, he has a hood on his head. 

Those eyes... are not enough to be embedded all over the floor. 

"As for the opinions expressed by you just now, I believe our personnel have heard them. 

The prerequisite for this cooperation is the opening of the port of the monsters. 

We have only received this request, and there is no in-depth cooperation in many areas such as space 

exploration, aerospace and energy, ah~" 

Bai Ze smiled jokingly, looked at everyone and said: "As for joining the Miracle Research Institute...that 

is, the Kuafu Research Institute. 

This, the research institute is not big, and it is not well-known in the world, so there should be nothing 

to learn. 

Smecta is also well-known in the field of precision and cutting-edge, and it should be ours to send 

people to learn. " 



Bai Ze's words are very polite, but inside and out, it means "rejection". 

As for his conclusion that Kuafu Institute was formed into a ‘not big, not well-known’, the chief variance 

was a little angry. 

Good guy, I've never seen such a righteous man who opened his eyes and said nonsense. 

Where's the face? Do you want it, shameless? 

Not big? ? 

Not well-known? ? ? 

Nowadays, no one knows that the Kuafu Research Institute under the banner of Miracle is the world's 

top research institute. 

The world does not know how many pairs of eyes are staring at every day, always paying attention to 

the public dynamics and the publication of scientific research results. 

Take Hudu, the city of miracles, the birth of a confidential scientific research base. 

How many spies have flown into Hudu, wanting to find some clues. 

Although the specific number is not clear, people are absolutely indispensable, and Smecta's news in 

private is quite eloquent. 

A lot of news is to stabilize Smecta's heart and avoid the worst case of the situation, confidential 

information leaked by the bald eagle on its own initiative. 

False is definitely not false, at most it is true or false, more or less things. 

How many people outside want to go to the Kuafu Research Institute to find out, and for this, some 

even offer nine-figure bonuses. 

You said to me, ‘small place, not famous? ’ 

I bah! 

"Well, Qin Dong, we are really sincere..." 

"Wait." Bai Ze raised his hand and interrupted: "Isn't it one person and two rounds of speech? My 

speech is not over yet!" 

"White representative, UU reading www.uukanshu.com, give us a chance." The second seat next to the 

chief said with a pleasant smile. 

"The rules are the rules. You can't let you tell me just because you want to say it. Then you can't finish it 

from start to finish, so why don't I say it?" 

Bai Ze smiled and spread his hands to everyone, expressing his helplessness. 

Seeing the other party's insistence, the second seat can only suppress what he says, and the chief has to 

reorganize the language. 



Thinking about how to persuade the other party, it is best to have a dialogue with Qin Yu himself. 

As far as he knows, the autonomy of the miracle is still great. 

If he can get his own approval, then there should be no problem with visiting and studying. 

It seems that this young and promising entrepreneur and technical officer loves beautiful women the 

most? 

The chief rubbed his chin, he seemed to have found a shortcut to success! 

Chapter 895: Zhang Zi's help 

 

While Qin Yu was busy with negotiations, Rice, who was filming, received a call. 

It's from a good girlfriend! 

Zhang Zi, Miss World, is very humble and low-key, and has been married for many years with a husband 

outside the circle. 

In recent years, I didn't show up very much, and only did some simple catwalks and commercial 

performances. 

In fact, the relationship between them is not so familiar. 

But this is the case in the entertainment industry, as long as there is no conflict of interest or personal 

grievances in private. 

Basically no one will take the initiative to offend people, who knows if there is a mountain behind them! 

"Sister Mi, I am here to ask for something." Zhang Zi's tone was full of frustration. 

"Oh, tell me something, you can help me surely." Rice is well-known in the circle, and outspoken. 

As long as it can help, it will not hinder self-interest or conflict. 

She is willing to stretch out her hand, and that's how the connections and relationships have been 

accumulated. 

"Um, something happened to my husband..." 

After listening to what Zhang Zi said, Rice looked a little embarrassed. 

It would be nice if I asked myself for help, but after a long time, I wanted to let myself introduce the 

boss to her. 

"Zhang Zi, it's not that I don't want to help you, this...I can't say anything to the boss." 

"It's okay, Sister Mi, you can help me convey the intention to meet. As for the boss's disagreement, I will 

remember your good." 

Hearing Zhang Zi said that it was just to convey the intention of meeting, Rice thought about it and 

responded: "Okay, then I will mention it with the boss. 



However, I think you have read the previous news. The boss is in Smecta, and he will definitely not come 

back for a while. " 

"I'm not in a hurry... we plan to sell the house for a while." 

Waiting for the wire to hang up, Rice sat on the sofa in a daze. 

Finally, he couldn't help but sighed. 

At the beginning, you said how well she married, how many enviable eyes she greeted, and she was so 

good. 

Seeing it is a perfect small family, how can it be overwhelming? 

Nowadays, I'm asking for it even more. 

With rice's understanding of the boss, it would be no good if she took the initiative to come. 

However, she is still willing to help set up this line. 

Instead of giving this favor to others, it's better to fall on yourself. 

She is not the only one who knows the boss. Compared to Zhang Zi's husband, she can't show her face. 

If he is really desperate, I believe that with his previous contacts, it is not a problem to get a contact 

method. 

"Sister Mi, what's the matter?" Anadi asked curiously, seeing rice sitting there with a deep expression, 

and opening the door to rest. 

"Someone asked me to help me, I was thinking how to speak." Rice said. 

"What's the matter?" Anadi asked casually. 

When she knew what was happening, she immediately eagerly said: "I'll come, I'll come, I'll call the 

boss." 

"Okay, then you hit it, I'll listen to it by the side." Rice felt okay. 

Among these women, Anadi is the most favored. 

The boss admires her beautiful legs very much. 

But it's no wonder that even a woman can't help but touch two when she sees it. 

You let a man with a normal orientation, how can he bear it? 

… 

… 

Qin Yu had just finished a day's meeting and was about to return to the room to finish the meal. 

Room service has been prepared over there, Secretary Jin, Pei Zhuxian, Lin Rune, Li Yili and Li Shaoxi are 

all waiting! 



I don't know if the 1V5 canyon game tonight will be a bit difficult. 

The battle is too unchallenging, and it is getting more and more boring. 

Ringling~ 

Seeing the number display, Qin Yu smiled and pressed the access button: "Didi!" 

"Boss, hehe, do you miss me!" Anadi asked mischievously. 

"Yes, I've been thinking about it from yesterday to today." Qin Yu said amusedly. 

Just by calling yesterday, this weird little girl came back again. 

However, it was indeed a long time since I saw each other. 

It's time to go back and find a time to explore the class and patronize rice by the way. 

"Boss, I want to tell you something." After the sweet words, Anadi looked at the rice and mentioned the 

business. 

Knowing that Zhang Zi had found rice, she begged her to introduce herself. 

Qin Yu agreed in no hurry, and told her to wait. 

Two minutes later, with the help of Qilin, Qin Yu learned about Zhang Zi's troubles. 

Their family encounters the most common problem of financial people, bankruptcy! 

Regardless of the appearance of financial people, they are on the cusp of the storm every day. 

It may still be high today, and it will fall to the bottom in the next second. Everyone can't wait to step on 

it. 

There is no offense in the financial market, even in the same company, there is fierce collision and 

competition. 

What's more, there are so many companies all over the world. 

The more you do, the more people you offend. 

When you are prestigious, everyone will call you the eldest brother. 

When you are declining, everyone will step on your feet and tell you to die! 

Now, it's their turn to fail. 

In fact, he is to blame for this. 

The boom in the energy, IT and aerospace industries has not happened in the past year or two. 

The other party’s company has always been investing, and because of the release of various good news 

before, it has become more confident in investing. 

In particular, the aerospace industry has developed to the point where alien immigrants are required. 



As a result, the other party placed a heavy bet on this and reached a huge bet agreement with foreign 

giants. 

Who knows that a storm of energy will bring all hope back to the abyss. 

As a result, the company has incurred a large amount of debt and almost lost its investment. 

After using various means and emergency measures to minimize the loss, the amount is still huge. 

At this time, the senior management needs a scapegoat. 

Unfortunately, Zhang Zi and his family were selected... 

Now, the problem is very serious, if no one pulls her, the person in their family will not only go to jail. 

All the family properties were sold, and it was not enough to put her personal savings in. 

Why is it clearly the company's problem that he must be personally responsible in the end. 

Because this is the rule, everyone is playing like this. 

Some things will not be clear, and there will be some specific regulations in the signing of the 

agreement. 

As long as it is not a serious thunderstorm, no one will really cling to these problems. 

But this time, the pit is too big to be filled! 

"I see, so... I will go back to Hudu in about two days. I will see you there and let Sister Mi make 

arrangements." 

"Okay, Sister Mi, you heard it." After speaking, Anadi's tone sank: "Boss, when can I see you!" 

"Within this month, I will visit the class." Qin Yu calculated the time and should be able to spare three 

days. 

"Yeah, it's great." Anadi jumped and jumped excitedly on the opposite side, not even knowing when Qin 

Yu hung up. 

But it doesn't matter, she will see the boss in a few days, Kaisen! 

Drops! 

Nodding to the bodyguard who opened the door, Qin Yu walked into the room. 

The women scattered in the living room heard the movement and immediately gathered at the end of 

the corridor at the door. 

"Ouba~" The tidy call made Yu Ge feel the joy of being at home. 

Goodness really makes people happy. 

"Is supper here?" Qin Yu unbuttoned the collar and pulled the cuff up and down. 



"Well, we are all waiting for you to come back." Li Yili said with his **** hooked together, his body 

swaying coquettishly. 

"Then let's start!" Qin Yu led the way into the house and walked to the bar to choose a wine. 

Don't worry about shochu, it's not as good as water. 

The taste is similar to industrial alcohol mixed with water... 

Anyway, he is not used to drinking, but unfortunately there is no Maotai in the cabinet, so he can get 

some foreign wine. 

Whiskey with ice, pour a small half glass per person. 

"A toast to our acquaintance first." Qin Yu smiled and toasted. 

"Cheers!" everyone cheered. 

After that, I began to talk about the delicious food on a table in front of me. 

All kinds of exquisite food is a beautiful artistic creation, and the girls took out their phones and started 

taking pictures in enthusiasm. 

Click, click~ 

I took a dozen shots in a row before sitting down again. 

Lin Rune looked at Qin Yu next to him, then at the phone, and chuckled, "Ouba, can I take a photo with 

you?" 

Qin Yu smiled and said, "Yes, as long as you don't spread it casually." 

"I promise not to show it to anyone." Lin Rune raised three fingers and said while smiling. 

The body naturally came close to Qin Yu, leaning his head on his shoulder. 

Lin Rune was happier than scissor hands and pressed the shutter. 

Click~ 

The photo freezes, but Lin Rune doesn't stop there. 

After taking six or seven shots in a row, I sat upright and sat upright, "Thank you Oppa, I'm so happy!" 

The other woman saw this scene and wanted to take a group photo. 

But Qin Yu had already picked up the chopsticks and said: "I'm hungry, eat first. UU Reading 

www.uukanshu.com" 

As a result, they can only regret to miss the opportunity. 

"By the way, Oppa, what meeting did you come here for?" Pei Zhu looked at the door curiously. 

The security guards outside, and the men in black everywhere downstairs. 



They all looked so serious. The entire hotel stopped receiving outsiders, and all booking windows were 

closed. 

Previously, Pei Zhu wanted to book a room, but found that all room types on the Internet showed the 

words "temporarily closed". 

This made her wonder, what is going on here? 

Although there was an explosion before, don’t forget that the hotel is owned by Sanxin Group. How 

could it be sealed up because of this little incident. 

So, something important must have happened. 

"Come to a meeting to talk about cooperation." Qin Yu said in a nutshell. 

The girls nodded seemingly, after all, the informal talks were not reported in Smecta. 

Only some relevant personnel know the content of this meeting. 

At this moment, Lin Rune suddenly showed an expression of astonishment. 

She remembers the last time she went home, Grandpa mentioned some conversation, saying it was a 

very important meeting. 

Concerning the future of Smecta, the other party in the negotiation is Daxia. 

Combined with the degree of security here, and the rapid response to the previous bombing. 

Lin Rune's mind immediately became active. Is he a negotiator or member of the Daxia side? 

By the way, the Miracle Group is rumored to have a deep background. 

That said, her guess is correct, she really met the key person in this meeting. 

And, successfully become friends with each other? 

Lin Rune thought a lot for a moment, and a bold thought popped up in his mind. 

What kind of experience would it be like to become his girlfriend? 

Chapter 896: Who is crazy? 

 

 

Lin Rune was immersed in her own fantasy of a girl, but some people had started from reality and 

launched a strong offensive against Qin Yu. 

Li Yili pulled the quiet and proficient Li Shaoxi to his position and changed to sit next to Brother Yu. 

"Oba, I really like you!" The bold confession made the girls stare. 

How dare she? 



This is the hotel, oh, that's all right! 

In fact, if you dare not, it's not entirely based on how courageous you are in your heart. 

What an urge to hug this big thick leg. 

No matter how bold a person is, he will be more productive. 

At the critical moment, there is still a little bit of a crooked truth about this... 

Compared with Li Yili's boldness, women want to see Qin Yu's performance and response. 

"Yeah." A faint nod and smile was his response. 

Like me? 

There are more people who like me. Someone will come up to talk to me anywhere on the street for 

more than 3 minutes. 

Is Brother Yu recruiting like this on the first day? 

Instead of 5 years ago, no, 3 years...2 years ago, he might still make the body that was said to be soft 

and fly upward. 

A goddess like Li Yili takes the initiative to throw her arms and hugs her, and she has a star buff. 

How can you not be excited for a long time to calm down. 

Now... well, it's fine, it sounds normal. 

Just like it. 

Seeing his calm reaction, the women looked different. 

Li Yili still smiled and moved up, helping Qin Yu pick vegetables, pour wine, and a bite of "Oba~" 

Pei Zhu is now biting the chopsticks next to him, wishing that a chopstick will stab the little **** to 

death. 

Secretary Jin ate quietly, not hearing things outside the window. 

Lin Rune watched the deflated Li Yili pretendingly with interest, and wanted to see how she finished 

singing this one-man show. 

Li Shaoxi, sitting next to Li Yili, tasting food quietly. 

She ate very little, and Xiaoyuan had a faint smile on her face, just like the rising sun. 

It is full of vigor, but also makes people unable to see the whole picture, which is slightly mysterious. 

Scanning system: 

Li Shaoxi: 

Age: 22. 



Height: 165cm. 

Weight: 51kg. 

Specialty: Contrast on both sides, black belly. 

Face value: 94↑ [face value 91] [temperament 90] [wealth 7] 

Body: 92↑【Development potential***】 

Mood value: 78↑【Good mood】 

Favorability: 88↑【Under the quiet and elegant appearance, there is a turbulent heart hidden】 

Freshness: 92-[You are already a mature host] 

Such a deadly official complaint, what can Brother Yu have to say. 

However, from the outside, no one really can tell that her favorability for Brother Yu has crossed the 80 

standard. 

This woman is pretty capable of acting! 

No wonder there is a "double-sided contrast" in the specialty, that is, the surface is very dignified and 

quiet. 

In fact, hehehe... 

Right? 

Qin Yu didn't speak much during dinner, and was silently observing the performance of several women. 

When he was full, Li Yili was already ‘drunk’ in Yu Ge’s arms. 

Putting a hand on her waist, Qin Yu smiled and said, "I'll take a shower first. Someone wants to stay 

overnight and arrange it by themselves." 

After speaking, he left with Li Yili, leaving a few women staring at each other. 

Stay, not stay? 

Lin Rune is the most angry one, thinking that Li Yili would not have a chance. 

He was obviously indifferent and didn't care at all. 

But just now, he left with Li Yili again... 

What Lin Rune wanted to be a "girlfriend," not the dispensable Miss 419 beside him. 

She is a big trend Rune, how can she stay with others. 

"I'm leaving now." Run'e got up to leave, thinking and getting angry. 

Secretary Jin immediately got up and said: "I will see you off." 

If you can walk, you will lose one competitor, and having a Pei Zhu is now enough for a headache. 



Now there is more Li Yili! 

Fortunately, Lin Rune and Li Shaoxi want... 

Seeing that Li Shaoxi, who was sitting there still, sipping water, didn't mean to get up at all. 

Secretary Jin said in surprise, "Xiao Xi, do you want me to call a car for you?" 

"I'll stay again." Li Shaoxi responded with a smile. 

The cheeks with a sweet smile are full of cuteness, and she looks like a harmless little rabbit from the 

outside. 

But Secretary Jin listed her as the enemy of life in an instant! 

This woman is so calm! 

Couldn't she understand the current situation, there are already three people in line. 

She is going to be the fourth, why? 

"Li Shaoxi, are you crazy?" Lin Run'e asked in a low voice with his eyes widened unbelievably. 

"Huh?" 

Li Shaoxi said with innocent eyes, "Senior, what's the matter?" 

"Huh? What's the matter?" 

Lin Rune said angrily: "You didn't see them... They all had an affair with that person, you still want it." 

"I saw it." Li Shaoxi nodded calmly. 

The corners of his mouth rose slightly, and he said in the most innocent tone: "But what does that 

matter? If it weren't the case, how could I have a chance to sit here?" 

"I admire Obama's talent and ability. Being able to be with a genius like Obama is the life I want." 

"Life?" 

Lin Rune was going crazy: "You are talking to me about life, your life is... that's it?" 

Not only the other person's answer, but also her straightforward attitude. 

Now, is it so blatant to do three juniors? 

"This is my life." 

Li Shaoxi blinked and said calmly: "What is the relationship with senior?" 

Picking up the teacup and taking a sip, Li Shaoxi put down the teacup and got up, and walked straight to 

the bedroom in the suite. 

At this time, she was unacceptable to take the initiative. 

This is really Li Shaoxi, that Li Shaoxi? 



Ha, really... 

This crazy woman. 

"Ah, are you all crazy?" Pei Zhuxian broke out suddenly. 

Grabbing the pillow next to him and throwing it away, his hair was rubbed in a mess. 

She is really going crazy, what's the matter with these women? 

"You are crazy." Secretary Jin picked up the messy pillows on the ground and stacked them neatly. 

"You, what are you doing?" Pei Zhu looked at her angrily. 

"You should think about it clearly, what are you doing?" Secretary Jin said in a gentle tone. 

"Although I don't know the relationship between you and VIP, from what I can see, you don't have any 

official status." 

"So, don't judge her in a formal posture." 

After looking at her angrily again, as if she was going to find her desperate Pei Zhuxian, Secretary Jin 

calmly said: "If you really have the ability, let the boss kick them all out. Then you don't have to be angry 

here. ." 

"..." Angrily and coldly. 

But Pei Zhuxian couldn't say a word. 

Although she didn't want to admit it, she was right. 

What kind of identity is oneself, why is it mad to scold other women. 

Everyone is just passers-by with no status, what right do you have to accuse her condescendingly here. 

But the grievance in her heart couldn't be suppressed, Pei Zhuxian could only stand up in the end and 

stomped out the door fiercely. 

Come to save your last stubbornness and dignity! ! 

When Qin Yu came out again, only Secretary Jin, Lin Rune, and Li Shaoxi were left in the room. 

"Huh, has Irene gone?" Qin Yu asked curiously. 

"Yes, she left beforehand." Secretary Jin bowed in response. 

Qin Yu nodded, "Oh" and stopped questioning. 

Looking at Lin Run'e and Li Shaoxi with their heads down, they beckoned and said, "Then come in 

together!" 

… 

… 



The next day, 2 o'clock in the afternoon. 

Qin Yu got up from the bed and went to the living room to find the phone: "Hello." 

"Brother Yu, are you busy coming back?" Li Xiao's voice came from the microphone. 

"No, it's still a few days away, something is going on?" Qin Yu asked while sitting in front of the French 

window with a smile. 

"Well, I want to ask you something..." Li Xiao didn't call him to greet him. 

"What's the matter?" 

"The city of miracles, I want to ask you if that place is enough?" 

"Why, want to make more room for me?" Qin Yu was curious, why did he suddenly ask about this. 

The place is enough for the time being, but if more plots are freed up. 

Brother Yu is not too much, more is better! 

Miracle Group does not only know how to do scientific research, they have done more projects. 

Take the next Martian immigrants as an example, whether this project should engage in training, 

adaptation to teaching, evaluation, etc. 

Does this all require a venue? 

The land next to the Miracle Group headquarters, the simulation test site. 

The size is not enough for the future project scale and must be expanded. 

However, there are basically not many options for the nearby plots. Besides, the expansion can not be 

connected with the previous plots. 

Furthermore, the immigrants in the future will be mixed, and there will be everyone. 

He also didn't want to bring all of them to the company headquarters, messy, messy, it's not a good 

thing. 

Corporate image, order, safety, these are all problems! 

The most important thing is, of course, confidentiality. There are many people and hands, which 

undoubtedly make the security work more difficult. 

Obviously there are other options, so why bother. 

I heard from Li Xiao that there are still two plots of land to the west, which are expected to be released 

soon. 

When the time comes, if he wants to be interested, he will directly give it to the Miracle Group. 

"You don't violate the rules for doing this, right?" 

"No violation, the above approved, Miracle Group has the highest priority in Lingang District." 



"That's fine, brother, friends belong to friends, but you still have to act according to the rules. I don't 

want to see you in the account one day." Qin Yu is serious. 

He doesn't want to be cheated by his friends, and of course he can't do such things that cheat his 

friends. 

Land, Qin Yu wants it. 

But if it breaks the rules, he certainly can't do that. 

How to go about the process, isn't it just money inside and out! 

Is Brother Yu short of money? 

… 

Brother Yu is not short of money, the company is really short of money. 

Although Qin Yu did not go to the previous year-end summary meeting, he let Xu Hao go as the host and 

representative. 

First, he wanted to express to the outside world Xu Hao's rights and status in the company. 

Secondly, he didn't want to participate in that meeting. It was too cumbersome and complicated. 

He watches all the weekly, monthly, and annual reports every day! 

Who knows the specific situation better than Brother Yu. 

Calling "Kirin," I understood everything. 

As the company's actual controller, founder, and chief technology officer, Qin Yu's limelight and 

authority are unshakable in the company. 

Therefore, there is really no need to grab the limelight with Xu Hao. 

Chapter 897: Planet President or Governor 

 

 

200 billion book value. 

Whether it's internally or externally, it's all beautiful. 

But I don’t know that firewood, rice, oil, and salt are expensive if I’m not a master. This is only 200 

billion, and it really took a few months to waste water. 

The price of the "Mars imitation ecological center" to be built in Qin Yu's plan is more than that. 

It is a large-scale experimental center that can accommodate tens of thousands of people at the same 

time, and carry out the final training and adaptation before the immigrants take off. 

Fortunately, Lao Bai sent him a big order this time. 



Otherwise, Qin Yu's cash flow may not be able to sustain it, and he has to work hard to get some money. 

Waste is pure waste. 

How precious is Yu Ge's time, he also needs to engage in technology, and also needs to engage in 

women. 

Cough~ 

This is so busy! 

However, Qin Yu has not had time to mention this plan with the company. 

He didn't even think about where to put it, he wanted to wait a while before doing it. 

Since Li Xiao has put all the land in his hands now, the plan must not wait any longer. 

"Mouse." 

"Brother Yu, are you still in Smecta? How is your body?" 

"It's all right, let me tell you something. Brother just called me and said that there are two plots of land 

near Lingang to be released." 

"Yes, if we want to take over directly, my brother said that the first batch is a priority for the miracle." 

"...It's not a playground. The Mars Imitation Ecological Center is similar to the training center at the 

headquarters. 

The main thing is to let the immigrants adapt to the environment first and learn how to survive there, 

right... 

One more thing I want to tell you... Are you interested in going to Mars? " 

"I'm lost, Brother Yu!" Xu Hao was shocked. 

Even if you throw yourself away from Hudu, at least you are still in China. 

In the next step, Xu Hao estimated that he, the president, would have to work here for many years. 

Why did he get the ball out in a blink of an eye. 

Throwing him into outer space, throwing sparks away... 

It's over, it's a bit over! 

"Don't you want to hide?" 

Qin Yu laughed and joked: "Don't you want to hide? I think it's safer to hide away." 

"Brother, brother." Xu Hao was about to throw up. 

"Why are you telling me to stay away? This is directly distributed to me to the frontier. When I come 

back, I will bear the burden on both ends, and I will fight!" 



"Then you don't have to hurry up, think about how to do it, is it a matter of always hiding?" 

"...I know, I'm thinking about it recently!" 

Xu Hao has a headache. He can't bear whichever you tell him to give up. 

But if you want him to take both, let alone Li Xiaoxiao, he can't handle it with just one Xia Ke. 

What to do, Xu Hao would like to ask what to do. 

If this could give him a clear choice, Mouse immediately bowed to him three times, thanking him for 

several lifetimes. 

There is another entanglement in Xu Hao's heart, that is, he feels more and more that he is more in 

harmony with Li Xiaoxiao. 

Whether in terms of career, vision, three perspectives, or communication between the two parties. 

Xu Hao can’t say the details, anyway, it’s comfortable... 

Special nature! 

No matter what he did, he never needed to bother with Bara's explanation. 

With one look and one action, you can understand each other's thoughts. 

Do things, capable and decisive, and never procrastinate. 

And her silent care, you are cold, some people are hungry, hungry, and there is a bowl of warm rice. 

I'm thirsty, and the brewed tea is on the side. 

Tired and sleepy, her shoulders can also become strong, allowing you to rely on. 

Before, Xu Hao never realized that he might call Li Xiaoxiao, isn't this tomboy just a buddy? 

Ever since I was a child, I had to wear a pair of trousers with them. 

You said such a tomboy, who would have thought that one day he would come with her. 

It's really together. 

Xu Hao's mind suddenly understood. 

In the past, people were too young to be rash. 

Besides Xia Ke, is she okay? 

Fortunately, being with myself is very gentle and caring about others. 

Although sometimes very domineering, the little girls are a little temperamental and understandable. 

Occasionally, he can create some fresh surprises for Xu Hao. 

Bickering or something, very happy! 



No, things are stuck here, both of them are pretty good, none of them are bad. 

Xu Hao was tossing and turning, thinking hard. 

Finally, I thought of a sentence: Then I go? 

So he left, and walked to the present as soon as he left. 

The two sides met occasionally, the better he was, the more uncomfortable he was and the more owed 

he was. 

"It's also time, it's broken." Xu Hao had an idea in his heart, and said to the inside line: "Give me the first 

flight back to Shanghai tomorrow morning." 

"Okay, Mr. Xu... Mr. Xu, the first flight tomorrow is 5:05, do you think it is okay?" 

"...Well, is it around 10 o'clock?" 

"Yes, at 10:25." 

"That's it." 

… 

… 

Xu Hao made up his mind, but Qin Yu fell into thoughts over there. 

With the official launch of the Mars immigration plan, he will find who will be responsible for the project 

in the past. 

It is not an exaggeration to say that the entire Mars is equivalent to the ‘private’ assets of the Miracle 

Group. 

According to the "Space Law", no country is allowed to claim sovereignty over outer space or a planet in 

space. 

As everyone knows, Daxia is a friendly country that respects the law. 

Naturally, this regulation will not be violated. 

However, it does not mention that a company, individual or natural person is not allowed to make a 

claim for sovereignty. 

Just as the foreigner announced that the Diamond Star was his personal property. 

Although this seems to everyone, it is just a joke. 

But the premise is that the other party has no ability to go to space and truly take the Diamond Star as 

his own. 

But the crux of the problem is that at present, human beings have truly taken a real step into space. 

The first pioneers of the Miracle Group have landed on Mars. 



If it is announced at this time that Mars will become the private property of the Miracle Group today, 

can anyone still treat it as a joke? 

Who led mankind to Mars, who built the ‘first’ extraterrestrial ecosystem, and who has the only space 

migration capability. 

Miracle Group! 

If you want to fight, you can send a team to the United Nations to wrestle with you. 

Immigration to Mars, it's time to sign up, this training, it's time to take off... 

What can you do with me? 

If you're not convinced, or you go to Mars, let's practice! 

What, can't go up. 

What are you talking about, and go cool. 

When you can come up, let's continue chatting. 

Of course, Qin Yu will not make such a high-profile announcement at present, and the Miracle Group 

will not have any response from relevant parties. 

No one was sent to participate in the UN's ongoing discussion on the in-depth expansion and extension 

of space law. 

There is no special reason, I just don't think it is necessary. 

What's the point of listening to a group of big-tailed wolves blowing water there... 

It's better to find a place to have a couple of drinks and talk about the little girl's relaxation by the way. 

No matter how much you say, it doesn't mean slapping on the ground. 

Brother Yu still said: If you have the ability, go up! 

Because of this, Qin Yu needs to find someone to be responsible for the normal development and future 

expansion of the Mars ecosystem. 

It doesn’t seem to be needed yet, but soon... 

With the increase in the number of immigrants, small teams have become small societies, and there will 

be many things that need to be solved by people. 

Who is this person? Qin Yu chooses to choose. 

A face suddenly popped out of his mind, Yang Chengjun, buy brother! 

This nickname was given to him by Qin Yugang, he didn't like to buy it. 

Buy brother, it's quite appropriate. 

"Hey, buy brother~" Qin Yu opened his mouth and let Balu out as soon as the phone called. 



"Brother Yu, what should I buy, and who should I buy?" Yang Chengjun asked curiously. 

"You!" Now that I'm bald, I can say it directly. 

After listening to Qin Yu's explanation, Yang Chengjun really didn't find a reason to refute. 

Buy brother, kind of wild. 

"Buy brother, buy brother, Yu brother, tell me something!" Yang Chengjun responded with a smile. 

"It's nothing big, just ask if you are interested in going to Mars." Qin Yu asked politely. 

"What? Arrange for the brothers to travel to Mars?" Yang Chengjun asked. 

"It's not a travel, it's for you to be the boss there." Qin Yu responded. 

"...Good fellow, are you going to distribute the earth directly to me?" Brother Mai was also surprised. 

Just change him to another planet, and no one will be surprised! 

"What are you afraid of? It only takes three or four hours to go back and forth. Can you throw it away?" 

Qin Yu retorted with a smile. 

"Brother Yu, what you said is really easy!" Yang Chengjun was about to throw up. 

What he said was really simple enough, three to four hours back and forth. 

Yes, he also watched the live broadcast of the launch. 

It takes about three or four hours to go back and forth, which may be faster. 

What about the boat? 

One trip is several hundred million, UU reading www.uukanshu. Com back can save some points, but it is 

also over 100 million. 

There are hundreds of millions of ferry tickets back and forth. 

Buying brother went home once in ten years and went bankrupt. No, not only bankruptcy, but also 

hundreds of millions of debts. 

Good guy, direct good guy. 

"No, I have a small spacecraft here. It's very convenient to pick you up." Qin Yu thought for a while and 

said, "How about once a year?" 

"Once a year, Brother Yu, didn't you kid me?" Yang Chengjun asked in astonishment. 

"No kidding, at least once a year. If you want to go back during the festival, you can do it," Qin Yu said 

decisively. 

"Then I have to think about it..." Yang Chengjun hesitated. 

If this is the case, he really has to think about it. 



Do you want to accept this job offer, go to Mars to be a CEO and enjoy yourself! 

If he rests in the interstellar background. 

Do you have to count on the planetary governor, "This official seems to be no small." 

"What's so small?" Qin Yu asked without hearing clearly. 

"It's okay, Brother Yu, I will discuss with the old man at home, and I will reply to you!" Yang Chengjun 

said with a smile. 

"Okay, as soon as possible." 

Qin Yu specially emphasized: "If you can't do it here, I have to find someone else." 

"Brother Yu, if what you promised me is true, this will happen in all likelihood. You also know our father. 

I'm getting older, and if I don't want to admit it, one day maybe... I can't even see people at that time. " 

"Understood, loyalty and filial piety are greater than heaven, I understand the truth. I also assure you 

that this matter is absolutely fine!" 

Qin Yu also gave him a solemn assurance that what he had said before was true. 

Let him relax, even if he fails to get through the Star Express by then. 

He also has two ships, "Xihe" and "Life". How difficult can it be to send someone off? 

Chapter 898: Girls outward 

 

 

After solving the important things, Qin Yu lay back and stretched out his limbs. 

He sighed comfortably, and then lay down comfortably to check the rewards. 

Last night, the system prompt sounded several times. 

Brother Huiyu is busy with 1V4, and the battle is fierce! 

No time to see it. 

Just two hours after sleeping, Li Xiao's phone was woken up again. 

No, it's now... 

‘Ding! ’ 

‘Congratulations to the host for his unstoppable bravery, he won a big victory with less and more, 

triggering rewards! ’ 

‘The light of miracle is blooming, the reward is being settled...’ 

‘Reward 1: Faith Card X10. ’ 



[Faith Card]: Turn it on and get 1~140 points of faith randomly. 

‘Reward 2: Fission-class power mech*1. ’ 

[Fission-Class Power Mech]: A 33-century intelligent product of a parallel universe, only the most elite 

interstellar warriors are eligible to have the right to use it. 

‘Reward 3: Higher Energy Crystal X4. ’ 

【Higher Energy Crystal】: The hard currency of the universe contains high-grade pure energy and is of 

high value. 

‘Ding! ’ 

‘Congratulations to the host for capturing the enemy’s mind as a conqueror, and perfectly promoting 

the existence of miracles and triggering specific rewards! ’ 

‘The light of miracle blooms for the second time, and the reward is being settled...’ 

‘Reward 1: [Conqueror] title. ’ 

[Conqueror]: Respond to every battle as a victor. 

[Effect 1]: The conqueror will deter enemy units, and has a chance to stun the target. 

[Effect 2]: The glory of the conqueror has a chance to make the target lose his mind. 

[Effect 3]: The strength of the conqueror may cause the target to become paralyzed and lose control of 

the body. 

[Effect 4]: The authority of the conqueror has the probability to make the target bow and surrender 

under the crotch of the victor. 

[Reminder]: This title is unique, can be worn automatically, and cannot be removed, traded, covered or 

destroyed. 

‘Reward 2: Precious knowledge blind box. ’ 

[Precious Knowledge Blind Box]: Open 1~3 kinds of books that record valuable knowledge at random. 

‘Reward 3: Multifunctional space suit. ’ 

[Multi-functional space suit]: A multi-functional and efficient space suit from a certain universe. 

The number of rewards is far beyond Yu Ge's imagination, no wonder the reminder sound was endless 

last night. 

The new title of [Conqueror] made Brother Yu's heart brighter. 

It's almost like tailor-made for him. Look at it, dizziness, dementia, paralysis, bowing down... 

Tsk tusk, Brother Yu will want to enter the house again to try the effect. 

The knowledge blind box, in reality, Brother Yu always feels that this thing is completely used to pay IQ 

taxes. 



Under the guise of satisfying ‘curiosity and mystery’, I cut leeks in waves. 

I didn't expect the system to be so fashionable, so I arranged it for myself. 

However, 1~3 kinds of valuable knowledge are given out at once. 

Valuable, these two words should be emphasized. 

It is certainly not the third grade (2) exercise book that can be considered ‘precious’ by the system. 

Multifunctional space suit, Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company is short of such a product. 

The current space suits are too cumbersome, although the Marvel Company created a space suit 

specifically for the Vulcan Project. 

But compared to mature technology, it is naturally much slower to figure out efficiency and 

comprehensiveness by yourself. 

Now, compare this space suit with the one independently developed by Marvel. 

By learning from each other's strengths, I believe we can definitely develop functional space suits that 

are more in line with actual needs. 

Faith card, there is nothing to say about it, and it's over when you open it. 

White whoring, which time is not fragrant? 

As for the fission-class power mecha and high-energy crystal below... 

Brother Yu hasn't seen the real objects of these two things yet, so he has to wait for him to return to 

determine the specific value. 

But so far, the rewards of the system have never let me lose... 

Uh~ 

It seems that there are times when it is unreliable once or twice. 

An illusion, it must be an illusion! 

… 

… 

The progress of the negotiations has not stalled because of Qin Yu's absence. 

He did not show up personally, which represented protest and anger against the unreasonable demands 

of the Smecta. 

Such a statement also helped Bai Ze win a lot of active offensive power in the following negotiations. 

This old white, with the old routine of "Qin Dong no longer wants to talk to you", can say it eight 

hundred times a day. 

Whenever the other party is stuck in a weak spot, and there is no way to respond positively. 



He moved Qin Yu out, "Dong Qin is already..." 

"Representative Bai, can we talk about the immediate matter first, the issue of the Miracle Group, we 

can continue to discuss it after the meeting." 

Smecta Fang Zixi was going crazy, and the words Qin Yu were about to wear out calluses in his ears. 

Now when he heard this sound, he felt that his internal organs were about to split. 

The head is even more exploded, buzzing... 

Too much, too much! 

What about gentleness and humility? What about the demeanor of a great power? What about the 

state of good manners? 

You...you are not a bully! 

Lao Bai grinned and said, "What do you mean is that you will give up your previous unreasonable 

request?" 

In a word, Smecta was speechless. 

Give up! 

This is one of the key points of the negotiation, the top priority. 

If you just give up so lightly, who can make the difference when you go back, do you plan to retire? 

Watching them collectively shake their heads and smile bitterly. 

Bai Ze grinned and said: "That's right, where I just said it. Ah yes, this Qin Dong made you leave the field 

angrily. 

Your unreasonable request is a great disrespect for us..." 

Li Zhen, who was in charge of presiding over the meeting, had a serious expression, his eyes locked on 

Bai Ze's face, and he wanted to etch him firmly in his heart. 

She has made up her mind in her heart and will cooperate with Daxia in the future. 

Once you find that there is this person in the other party's negotiation team, immediately announce the 

termination of the negotiation and reschedule! 

It has been changed until he (Bai Ze) does not appear, it is too shameless, too... despicable. 

Of course, if things happen in another situation. 

For example, if Bai Ze wants to change jobs and come to a private company, Li Zhen is willing to hire him 

with a salary that is 5 to 10 times higher than that on the market. 

Being your own personal consultant and chief negotiator, the scene will be very exciting and interesting. 

"What is your attitude? You have no willingness to cooperate at all." 



"The terms we have given have already taken care of you. Open the skylight to speak brightly. You don't 

have many choices now." 

"This is hegemony, and we will never accept it." 

"Hegemony, we never force anyone, don't forget, you proposed the cooperation, and we were invited 

here by your side." 

"Also, in the previous initial contact, your request was only one, but now it suddenly becomes a dozen. 

Haha, isn't it ridiculous?" 

"The first contact is just an intention. Of course, the in-depth cooperation is all-round." 

"All-round unreasonable requests, is there any misunderstanding in your interpretation of 

cooperation?" 

Seeing that the atmosphere of the negotiation is getting more and more intense, Li Zhen is not worried 

at all. 

Both sides seem to be at war, but in fact they are very self-controlling. 

Daxia naturally does not appear to be rude to littering shoes and benches, but Smecta wants to learn 

from the former wild father. 

If you can't tell, let's do it, don't beep... 

The point is, we can't afford to provoke the opposite dad! 

Seeing the bitterness of the eye contact between the chief and the second seat, Li Zhen felt a sense of 

refreshment in his heart for some reason. 

It seemed as if there was a stream of clear spring, rushing down from the mouth, straight into the spleen 

and lungs. 

It's refreshing, hearty and open-minded! 

Smecta's blindly arrogant and narrow national thinking is not only for outsiders. 

Especially for a strong woman who has suffered discrimination and neglect in the workplace. 

Those **** rules should have been abandoned long ago and swept into the garbage dump of the old 

age. 

Besides... 

Thinking of Qin Yu, Li Zhen unconsciously touched his lower abdomen with his hand. 

If she can really get pregnant, the child in the future must join Daxia nationality and stay away from this 

terrible nation and country. 

I believe that in Daxia, he will receive the best education and grow up happily. 

With a healthy and cheerful mental outlook, there must be a bright and hopeful smile on his face. 



At this moment, Li Zhen exudes a dazzling maternal brilliance. 

"President Li Zhen, President Li?" 

"Ah, sorry." 

Seeing Li Zhen's trance, the chief said with an unhappy expression: "Chairman Li, the time is almost up, 

can we pause for a while." 

"Huh?" The gaze in the other side's eyes pierced Li Zhen, UU reading www.uukanshu.com looked at him 

as nothing, with a natural expression of being high above and overlooking. 

Li Zhen's inner discomfort broke out in an instant. He lowered his head and glanced at his watch, with a 

plain expression: "I think it's still early, and the negotiation should have made substantial progress." 

Facing the incredible gazes of the chief and second seats, Li Zhen shrank back with introverted 

expression. 

Not afraid, but to conceal the unquenchable excitement in my heart. 

Of course she understood the chief's meaning, "We have fallen short in the negotiation. It is time to 

announce the suspension so that we have time to come up with new countermeasures." 

But at this time, Li Zhen chose ‘temporary blindness. ’ 

I want to rest, yes! 

When the time comes, she will naturally announce that now, the negotiation continues. 

At this moment, Smecta was so angry with Li Zhen, how soft the eyes of Bai Ze and others looked at her. 

Everyone says that girls are outwards. 

Before, I felt that Qin Yu was too narcissistic for agreeing to let Li Zhen be the ‘judge’, believing that his 

charm could affect the other party. 

It is completely an illusion, and this time the negotiation will definitely be hindered by it. 

They even thought of a special strategy for this, just to satisfy Qin Yu's unilateral ‘show off’ mentality. 

No way, who wants him to be optimistic about him, and is willing to spoil him! 

But at the critical moment, the president Li really didn't lose face to Qin Yu. 

"The charm of this kid, okay!" 

Bai Ze smiled happily, and said: "Since President Li has said so, let's continue..." 

Under the declining mood of anger, incomprehension, and doubt on the Smecta side, the negotiation 

reopened the dialogue in an irresistible way. 

This time, Bai Ze and others spoke first. 

If they couldn't even seize such a good opportunity, wouldn't they become a gangster who came to eat 

and drink? 



Chapter 899: Shoo, it's over 

 

 

Three days later, the negotiations ended as scheduled! 

The specific treaty has been passed back to the country, and the two parties will submit a memorandum 

and sign a formal cooperation agreement. 

From the smile on Bai Ze's face, it can be seen that this time is a big win. 

"Really leave like this?" At the airport, Bai Ze looked back at the several nanny cars outside the French 

windows. 

I thought "I'm exhausted at the negotiating table, and my throat is almost hoarse. He's fine...Here is the 

work!" 

"Will you keep it for the New Year if you don't leave?" 

Qin Yu said casually: "There are still things to be done in the country. I plan to leave before you end." 

"Tsk tusk, you are so free and easy." Bai Ze didn't know whether he was envious, or shook his head 

jealously. 

In the hotel, he saw with his own eyes that several girls are trending. 

Although I'm not very familiar with it, I can search for a full page of this information, and I understand 

everything. 

To Lao Bai's surprise, the goddess and beauty and the trend of Lin Run'e. 

The two of them were actually in the see off line... 

Reluctant to give up, the affection contained in the eyes is about to overflow. 

To be honest, Lao Bai was really sour at that moment! 

By... 

Looking at Qin Yu's poisoned face, Bai Ze turned his head in despair and looked towards the runway, just 

as if he hadn't said anything. 

The plane went to Hudu first, and after Qin Yu was put down, Lao Bai and his entourage flew directly to 

the capital. 

They have to go back and report the details of their work. Not everyone can be as unrestrained as 

Brother Yu. 

Before leaving, Qin Yu asked another question: "How long will it take to make someone?" 

The reply from Lao Bai was "one week." 



Thinking of seeing the beautiful Agent Daisy again a week later, the corners of his mouth rose slightly 

unconsciously. 

"Boss." Seeing Qin Yu, Yan Xue immediately grabbed his arm. 

He pushed his sleeve up hard, and looked at his arm back and forth, trying to make sure he was really 

okay. 

"I told you, it's okay, why don't you believe it?" Qin Yu said curiously. 

"Wow, that handsome guy is so handsome!" 

"Fuck, what kind of fairy looks, hurry up, take a picture." 

"Is that his girlfriend? So beautiful~" 

"Good-looking men and beautiful women, I admire you!" 

Hearing the conversation of passers-by, Yan Xue pulled him with red cheeks and ran into the car. 

After getting in the car, he responded: "I am only entrusted by others, and I am loyal to others. Wanxing 

asked me to do it." 

"It's not just her, right?" Qin Yu raised her chin with his fingers and asked, looking directly at Yan Xue's 

eyes. 

"...And Yueyue, Shanshan, and Xuanxuan, who persecuted me." Yan Xue's big, flickering eyes were full of 

innocence. 

Pouting his mouth, looked at him pitifully and cutely, wanting to escape. 

"What else?" Qin Yu pretended to be angry. 

But before he could slay his face, Yan Xue raised his head to make a mess of ‘muamuamua’. 

"Boss, just forgive them, is it okay to forgive them!" Yan Xue hugged his arm and swayed. 

"Okay, okay, don't shake it." Qin Yu was almost shaken away. 

When Yan Xue stopped, he said in a funny and angrily way: "Who did you learn from you acting like a 

baby?" 

"Do you need to learn this?" 

Yan Xue arrogantly slapped her hair and said: "My purpose is to maintain my high-cold and professional 

personality." 

"Really?" 

Qin Yu held her chin frivolously, and said, "I will use this new character in private in the future, I like it 

very much!" 

"Okay, boss, follow the boss's instructions!" Yan Xue nodded lovely, and embraced his arm. 

Putting his head on his chest, he stopped the strong heartbeat and breathing. 



A sense of happiness fills the whole body instantly. 

It’s so nice to be able to hug him like this... 

When Qin Yu was sent to Haijing No.1, Yan Xue drove away. 

Her time has come. Although it is short, Yan Xue is already very satisfied. 

And the boss said that tomorrow, he will make time to spend time with himself. 

Uhhhhhhhhhhhhh... 

Happy...happy... 

Still happy... 

Drops! 

As soon as the door of the top-floor mansion was opened, there was the sound of hurried running 

footsteps. 

"Boss, boss, boss, ah~~" The little anchor trot all the way to Qin Yu. 

When he pushed his legs hard, he jumped into his arms. 

The two legs clamped Qin Yu's waist, yelling happily. 

In front of the door of the welcoming living room, Wang Hong leaned on the door frame and watched 

the scene with his arms around him. 

The depressive throbbing of the fundus of her eyes represents how much she wants to get Qin Yu's care 

like the little anchor at this moment. 

Put yourself into his arms and experience the sweetness and beauty of peace of mind. 

But in front of Cheng Xiyu, she could only suppress all her throbbing and anticipation. 

Waiting silently... 

Obviously it should be very bitter and wronged, but why does Wang Hong feel that his heart is as sweet 

as planted with honey. 

"I must be poisoned." Shaking his head, Wang Hong returned to the living room with a smile and began 

to prepare lunch with his aunt. 

"Can I have hot pot at noon?" Wang Hong asked on the sofa. 

Cheng Xiyu, who was holding Qin Yu, raised her head and said happily, "The boss said yes." 

This would make her like a Siamese baby, inseparable from Qin Yu for a second. 

Qin Yu had to hug it even when he walked. "The calf is broken and someone must hug it." 

A point on the tip of her nose, Qin Yu dotingly hugged her and turned on the TV. 



"The mysterious virus in the bald eagle continues to spread. As of today, the number of deaths caused 

by infection with the mysterious virus has reached 4,512..." 

"Boss, boss, have you watched this?" Cheng Xiyu hurriedly pointed at the TV and asked with a worried 

expression. 

"Well, I saw it." Qin Yu nodded in response. 

"What kind of virus is that? How could it be possible that so many people have died and won't it spread 

to us?" Cheng Xiyu was particularly worried. 

What is going on with this virus, and those posts on the Internet. 

The monsters that are so powerful that they smashed the car into the crowd, and the ones that can 

breathe fire in their mouths, jump for several meters. 

The appearance of these monsters is particularly horrible, with deformed tumors all over their bodies, 

which looks like a twisted aberration. 

"It's not a virus!" Qin Yu muttered thoughtfully: "That's a...failed evolution." 

He once again thought of the mysterious person outside the White House who bombed the White 

House with a'Thunder Ball'. 

He is the product of evolutionary success, the mutant. 

However, the bald eagle's education seems a bit of a failure. 

To get ‘super powers,’ the first thing the other party did was to blow up the white house and let the pig 

go to see his god. 

This is really...love to hear! 

However, the current chaos of the bald eagle should not be underestimated, and we must always be 

vigilant against the spread of the'distortion body'. 

At the same time, be careful of those mutations, who knows what these guys think. 

The properties of chaotic energy do not sound very safe! 

Did you send [the creator] to grab a few samples and study the specific situation? 

Now it's all guesswork, and the understanding of chaotic energy only exists on paper. 

Qin Yu needs more detailed data to make a strong and correct judgment. 

At the same time, it can better prevent the same situation from happening in the country. 

"I'll make a call." Seeing Qin Yu's serious expression, Cheng Xiyu let go of her hands reluctantly. 

When he came to the rooftop, Qin Yu dialed Bai Ze's number: "Hey, Lao Bai, are you there yet?" 

"The plane I'm on is not a missile launcher." Bai Ze replied in an angry tone, and asked: "Why, you 

missed me when I left?" 



"Fuck, why are you so sassy now?" Qin Yu scolded with a smile. 

"Hurry up and talk about it, I've been tired for several days, and it's not you. I sit and ride every day..." 

"Go and work, talk business." Qin Yu immediately interrupted: "I want to send someone to the bald 

eagle to grab a few samples and come back." 

"What sample?" Bai Ze didn't understand for a moment. 

"Aberrations and variants." Qin Yu responded. 

"Uh...Is this appropriate?" Bai Ze made him confused, did your thoughts jump too fast? 

"Don't worry, there won't be any problems, it's the same as last time." 

"Directly from above...shoo, and then go back again?" 

"Yes, hoo, hoo, it's over." Qin Yu nodded amusingly. 

"...You will wait." Bai Ze should ask for instructions, and Qin Yu waited patiently while looking at the 

distant view. 

In the opposite building, the busy crowd worked hard like worker ants. 

Brother Yu suddenly felt a little emotional, "There is nothing wrong with being a worker, living and 

working in peace... at least there won't be so many annoying things!" 

"Okay, just as you said, pay attention to confidentiality." Bai Ze has an opinion over there. 

After obtaining consent, Bai Ze asked again: "Is your experiment above or below?" 

"It should be in the city of miracles, rest assured, the world's top safety protection." Qin Yu responded 

sincerely. 

"...Be careful, no one can take this responsibility if something goes wrong." 

Although a decision has been made, Qin Yu has always been cautious and reliable in doing things, and 

Bai Ze couldn't help but exhort. 

Looking at the status of the bald eagle, you know why he is so worried. 

"Don't worry, I have a count." After hanging up the phone, Qin Yu connected Kylin and gave it the latest 

instructions. 

"Boss, lunch is ready." Cheng Xiyu's shout came from downstairs. 

"Well, here it is." Turning back to the room, the hot pot was steaming hot. 

The little anchor and Wang Hong are putting various ingredients into the pot, humming a brisk little 

tune. 

In the white heat, the bright smile is full of happiness. 

… 



… 

Bald Eagle, Big Apple City. 

The crowd walking on the street is still busy and congested, but there is a little more panic and fear in 

the past rush. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

People no longer bury their heads and focus only on the road and mobile phones under their feet, but 

keep looking around, concealing something. 

On street corners, intersections and in front of important buildings, special police with real guns and 

explosion-proof vehicles are stationed there. 

But all this did not bring peace to people, but only allowed more panic to spread among the crowd. 

Squeak~ 

The strange sound sounded, as if directly into the minds of everyone. 

People raised their heads nervously, and while their eyes were searching around, their feet began to 

accelerate involuntarily. 

"Ah~~" The harsh scream suddenly sounded. 

There seemed to be ripples caused by sound waves in the air, and the crowd fell down in pain, with both 

hands pressing **** the ears. 

The special police also let go of their weapons and knelt to the ground feebly. 

"Ah, he is there~" The persistent special police pointed to the top of the building, and a monster with a 

pair of fleshy wings came into view. 

"Ah~~" A scream of fear sounded, and for a while it turned into a confrontation with the scream of the 

monster. 

The whole city fell into chaos, the crowd fled like crazy, and the special police began to deploy combat 

plans. 

Those who fell on the ground with blood gushing out of their ears lost their rescue value under the 

trampling of the crowd. 

At this moment, the Big Apple City once again fell into a desperate panic. 

The monster above the building also raised its wings at the moment the bullet hit. 

Wow~ 

The turmoil surged, and the monster flew up and rushed towards the sky. 

Huh~ 

A meteor pierced through the clouds and hit the flesh-winged monster at an instant before everyone 

could see it clearly. 



Puff~ 

The monster was like a watermelon exploded in the air, instantly exploded into blood foam, and was 

instantly evaporated by the heat of the'Meteor'. 

The previous fear and despair at this moment turned out to be ridiculous! 
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Boom~ 

Two explosions set off countless flying stones, and the surrounding walls and glass were instantly 

devastated. 

Crackling~ 

Broken glass spilled all over the floor, and several innocent special policemen were hit by the crashing 

stones in their helmets, and they fainted as soon as their eyes went dark. 

Bang! 

The hatch popped open, and three heavily armed'robotics' walked out of the airborne bay. 

The 360-degree automatic machine gun in the middle is activated, looking for suspicious targets. 

The top bud glows green and is in a state of waiting to be activated. 

In the event of a crisis, the "Battlefield Peace" will bloom like a summer flower, and the hidden ricochet 

will release 100,000 explosive beads in an instant. 

Sweep all hostile targets and restore peace on the battlefield. 

This is "battlefield peace." 

[Creator] Holding an electromagnetic pulse gun, quickly scanning everything around. 

New orders were issued quickly, and while the crowd was still in fear and panic, they had already 

targeted the targets that needed to be captured. 

Standing on a street corner, a middle-aged man with a calm and weird expression. 

White temples, simple and capable hair, T-shirt, jeans, and an old canvas bag hanging on his right 

shoulder. 

Perceiving the [Creator]'s electronic eyes locked on him, the man suddenly dropped his bag and turned 

around and ran. 

However, his movements were noticeably slower. 

The left leg had just stepped out, and the right heel had not yet left the ground, and it turned into a pool 

of blood mist with a bang. 



The body lost balance and fell forward instantly. 

But in an instant, he turned upside down on the ground with both hands and stood up with one leg 

supported. 

Just got into the big net that fell from the sky. 

"Roar~" In the roar like a beast, the shoulders on both sides of the man swelled up. 

As if something was about to grow out of it, sharp fangs tore the corners of the mouth. 

The body gradually expanded, and the dark and evil nails grew abnormally and rapidly. 

The two sides of the forehead also protrude like sharp bones, and in a blink of an eye, the previous man 

becomes a monster that is transforming. 

Due to the expansion of the body, the catching net squeaked. 

All the network cables were tightened to the extreme, as if they were about to be broken and scrapped 

in the next second. 

At this moment, a big steel hand was pressed on the monster's head. 

Boom, boom, boom, boom... 

The arm seemed to turn into an afterimage, only to see the hard cement road sinking again and again. 

Eventually a cracked pit with a diameter of about 50 cm was formed. 

And what caused all of this was being held in the hand by the'Robocop', completely deformed and 

invisible. 

The **** monster's head was dragging. 

The body resting on the ground twitched like a spasm. 

I don't know if it still has a breath, or a neural reflex caused by a nervous instinct. 

Wow~ 

There was deafening applause, and everyone was shouting for the feat of the Robocop. 

Some people even shouted, "This must be a savior sent by the government. We have mastered alien 

technology. This is so cool!" 

Although reason tells himself, this is impossible. 

But everyone will not choose to refute such remarks at this moment. People need hope, and they need 

motivation and direction to live. 

And the'Robocop,' that suddenly appeared in front of us, was undoubtedly the only savior in this bad 

era. 

A special police wanted to step forward to stop him, but was pushed out by the creator. 



Although he didn't suffer any injuries, he realized that it was impossible to communicate. 

So, in the excited applause and jealous eyes of everyone. 

The creator took the monster into the magic pestle, and the opened hatch closed automatically. 

Amid a loud explosion, the ground vibrated one after another, and the magic pestle inserted into the 

ground suddenly ejected. 

Soon, the cut through the clouds disappeared from sight. 

There are only two huge gyroscopic pits with spiral patterns in the middle of the road. 

It is the only evidence that they have come and exist! 

Another arrest will be much smoother, in the deserted plains, two replenished demon pestles are 

inserted into the farm. 

A deformed body lurking in the abandoned barn, grinning and roaring actively rushed towards the 

lowering magic pestle. 

The hatch popped open, and a big hand pinched the other's tumor-filled head. 

Then, the arrest is over! 

... 

... 

The city of miracles, the underground beehive. 

"Roar~Roar~" The mutant and the deformed body are locked in a cage made of titanium and rhodium 

alloy. 

Compared with the irritability of the deformed body, the anomaly who returns to the human form is 

much calmer. 

"This is Da Xia?" Seeing Qin Yu, the expression of the mutant changed obviously. 

This is the first time he has spoken in many days. 

If the guards around were all creators, they would be surprised. 

"It seems that Mr. Trang knows me?" Qin Yu sat outside the cage, smiling at the mutant. 

"Of course, Son of Miracle, who wouldn't know?" The mutant stood up and jumped to the fence with 

one leg. 

"Want to know our secrets?" The mutant said with a wry smile. 

"I do have this plan." Qin Yu got up and smiled. 

"Our secret is Chaos..." Qin Yu moved forward step by step with the muted person's voice low and 

inaudible. 



Soon he approached the fence, only one punch away from him. 

Huh~ 

A sharp claw stretched out from the fence and quickly grabbed Qin Yu. The expression of the mutant 

was full of madness and evil. 

As long as he catches him, he will definitely get rich rewards. 

Chaos... 

Click it! 

The sharp claws that are as fast as lightning freeze in the air, and the big hand on the wrist is like an iron 

hoop with a mighty force, which firmly locks it. 

The mutant tried to struggle, his expression turned hideous again, and he let out a cruel roar. 

Looking at the frantic yelling face in the railing, Qin Yu smiled slightly and pulled his arm out. 

Tear it~ 

The mutant's arm was torn off for a long time, and Qin Yu just took the broken arm and turned and left: 

"Thank you for your gift, this should be enough." 

"Low humanity, roar~ I'm going to kill you, chaos is eternal, ah~ come back, I'm going to eat you." 

In the frantic roar, the door closed again, leaving only darkness and incompetent roar echoing in the 

room. 

Outside the door, a team of heavily armed scientific researchers was waiting. 

Putting the broken arm on the plate, Qin Yu signaled that they could leave first. 

After three disinfection procedures, Qin Yu also followed into the core experimental area. 

In fact, these worries are unnecessary. 

Whether one's body has been ‘radiated’ or changed is not as clear as Qin Yu’s understanding of any 

equipment. 

Through nanoworms, Qin Yu's control of the body reaches the molecular level. 

Who knows better than him? ? ? 

"Have you started?" Qin Yu came to the multifunctional anatomy room. 

"In the beginning, boss." Jing Yuan responded. 

Today she is not the protagonist, but Shi Cui, who is undergoing surgery, is. 

All the others are in charge, and Shi Cui's three groups are responsible for the specific surgical 

procedures and analysis. 



His current direction is more and more biased towards human engineering, biology, biochemistry, and 

organisms. 

If he is allowed to meet the "doctor", everyone must have a lot of experience to communicate. 

"Well, let's take a look!" Qin Yu said with a serious expression. 

First go to a small part of the tissue for a biopsy, and then separate a few tissues and put them in a 

container for later use. 

The rest was freely played by Shi Cui and his team. 

This play is 13 hours. 

The process is boring, but the results are amazing. 

The energy activity on this arm is beyond everyone's imagination. 

Even if it is separated from the main body, its self-repair ability and cell division speed still remain active. 

There are also muscle toughness and strength, the ratio of various indicators, and the mysterious lines 

appearing on the bones... 

Or symbol? 

So far they haven't figured out what is on those bones. 

Just know that its existence should be related to chaotic energy. 

Moreover, when the DNA was tested, it was discovered that its sequence had unexpectedly changed. 

This is a new kind of DNA sequence, which has never been seen in any organism before. 

In essence, he no longer belongs to the human race. 

This point matches very well with the change in his appearance. 

After the entire analysis experiment was over, everyone slept for 4 hours, and Shi Cui was impatient to 

convene everyone for a meeting. 

The main discussion is whether this change can be positively applied within the scope of control. 

"Boss, we should hire some mythology, geography and archaeologists, maybe they will have ideas about 

these lines." 

Jing Yuan put forward her own opinions at the meeting, and she has special skills. This is really not what 

they are good at. 

She is very interested in the strength of the bones... 

"Well what needs to be discussed with President Hua, I have already specifically explained that the 

needs of Hive are the first priority." 

The true meaning of the entire city of miracles is to provide cover and convenience for the hive. 



Whether it is the residences above, the high-quality environment, and the educators that are being 

introduced. 

All for the purpose of letting the staff of the hive be able to concentrate on their work and throw away 

all their worries. 

Watson’s responsibility is also to provide all the needs and conveniences for the hive. 

Of course, Zhu Ying still needs to communicate with Watson on this matter. 

After all, she is now the real manager and person in charge of the hive. 

"Director Zhu, what do you think of this?" Putting the photo in front of Zhu Ying, Qin Yu wanted to hear 

her opinion. 

Zhu Ying looked at the dark gray on the gloomy white bones in the photo, like the lines of the vast space. 

After thinking twice, there is only doubt and curiosity in the expression: "Can I study it for a while?" 

Zhu Ying raised her head and looked at the three team leaders: "Maybe, I can find the difference, but I 

need help." 

"No problem!" Jing Yuan nodded and agreed. 

She is an expert in orthopedics, and of course she is more professional than others in this field. 

"But please be careful, don't destroy those lines." Shi Cui worried that the lines would be destroyed and 

the bones of the hands would lose the greatest value. 

"I will be careful." Zhu Ying responded 

Half an hour later, Qin Yu and Zhu Ying left in a bucket, and he had some new ideas on the lines on his 

opponent's bones that needed to be verified. 

In addition, you can lay hands on Dr. Zhu by the way. 

The people she needs will be in place tomorrow, and everyone is tired today. 

Besides, they still have work to complete the handover. 

Only by handling these well can we help Zhu Ying complete the conjecture and experiment! 

 


